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To: <clintoneis~nrc.gov>
Date: Thu, Jan 8, 2004 11:39 PM
Subject: Public Comment for Clinton Site

I would like to take this time to say that I fully oppose the proposal of
building another reactor on the clinton site. The early site permit should
not be granted to Exelon Corp.
Given the current energy options in the United States, there is no and never
will be a need for a single new nuclear plant in this country.
Nuclear power is dirty. It creates waste that will be horribly dangerous to m 8
every single future generation to come. It does produce emissions into our -=
air and water - coal plants are used to create the engery needed in the v) _

uranium enrichment process, and so they do pollute contrary to popular - m c*
belief. .)3 - rf
Nuclear power is dangerous. With the increased risk of terrorist attacks in )

this country, it is complete idiocy to continue using such a dangerous a rn
energy source. Nuclear facilities are not designed to withstand an airliner .- 0
crashing into them and yet there are inumerable amounts of reactors near -

major cities which could in turn cause the deaths of millions of Americans Cn C
if another terrorist attack should occur. Or like in Chernobyl, there
doesn't need to be a plane crashing into them, people make mistakes, and
machinery malfunction. This is too great a risk to take for our desire of
electricity ESPECIALLY when there are viable energy alternatives such as
wind and solar which are benign.
Also, nuclear energy is not cheap. If you remove all the government
subsidies, you've got an extremely expensive way to boil water. We should
use that tax money for other more important things.
All in all, nuclear power needs to be phased out, not expanded. Our very
lives and the future of humankind depend on it. Let's use our intelligence
to start using the safe energy alternatives that exist today to have our
great lifestyle without paying the Ultimate price for it.

Thank you,
Dan Moriarity
724 Hale St.
Normal, IL 61761
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